YouTube: A new weekly video contest

Social network superstars

As a celebrity can set up a Twitter account and get fans to follow him, the chances are that the celebrities are making Twitter even more popular. A recent poll on YouTube shows that it is the start to the trend of stars who are adding Twitter accounts. Bieber is the youngest star on the list. He is very often the first to add their final list. He also weights in the number of tweets published into the number of fans to give him that extra bit of power. He is in touch with his followers on Twitter and is the most powerful star as he tweets the most. He has more fans than Gaga, he remains the most powerful celebrity on Twitter. It is undisputed that Lady Gaga, the singer, doesn’t make her the most powerful but Twitter is a toll which randomly gives her a chance to rank. Forbes’s list by Forbes where celebrities and businesses are top in the U.S. Minaj stays in touch with her fans. To date she has sent 1,191 tweets. On the other hand, the popular website got its first sympathy and gain followers but can they make it a trend? We have this service in the top under social network superstars.  

Googles open source initiatives goes to the next stage

Microsoft first dropped a hint of the end of the Zune player in early December. The ‘competition’ is now to serve as a guideline for public contracting authorities to assess open source software requirements in procurements. The publication address the role of Open Source Software in Public Procurements: A White Paper in October 2010. The ‘competition’ is now to serve as a guideline for public contracting authorities to assess open source software requirements in procurements.

Google’s open source initiatives goes to the next stage

Google Labs and Google Health: Google Labs, from humble origins...